WISE

Women for
Innovative &
Sustainable
Enterprise

Program for Women Entrepreneurs

WOMEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Women are Uniquely Endowed with
New Age Entrepreneurial Capabilities
In full acknowledgement and appreciation of the
crucial and indispensable role that women play in
various socio-economic activities, It is becoming a
common sense that further empowering women
could potentially bring an explosion of ideas and
economic opportunities beneficial for improving
their socio-economic status as well as contribute
substantially to the national economy that long
awaits such contributions.
Women hold special potential but have long been
restrained from participating fully into various
external and formal economic activities. Specially
in developing nations, women are not as
extensively in the workforce nor do they get
compensated in commensurate ways.

POTENTIAL OF WOMEN NEEDS TO BE
HONED, SUPPORTED AND HANDHELD IN
A PROACTIVE ECOSYSTEM

Entrepreneurship is known to form new rules of
participation and engagement in the economy,
Hence women engaging in entrepreneurship
would bring about a unique socio-economic world
that will see a boom of novel ideas, products,
services and sensibilities.
STRENGTHS TO LEVERAGE CAPABILITIES TO DEVELOP
• Deeper sense of Market

• Tech related Exposure/

• Balance in decisions

capabilities & associated

• Can build on localised &

possibilities

socially engaged
profitable ventures
• Serial Entrepreneurship
Qualities
• Can appreciate/align
with other ventures
• Can build relations &
cohesive teams

• To think on the lines of
large scale, expansive
ventures which align
with ambitious interests
of profit oriented private
investors
• Capability to be
Disruptively Innovative

CRUCIAL LEARNING AT AN EARLY STAGE OF
JOURNEY OF A WOMAN ENTREPRENEUR WILL
SIGNIFICANTLY ENHANCE THE SUCCESS AND
SUSTAINABILITY RATE OF ENTERPRISES SHE
IDEATED AND LED.

“

Empowerment of women is key
to enhancing entrepreneurship.
Till we do not empower women,
there is no change for
entrepreneurship among them.
- PM Shri Narendra Modi
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PROGRAM
OBJECTIVES
& TAKEAWAY

“As you become more successful, the gender
barrier disappears. The credibility challenges you
have during your growing up years starts
disappearing when you start demonstrating
success.”

- Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw

What is WISE Program?
WISE is a practice-oriented program for budding
women entrepreneurs who are considering starting
a new venture, or for early stage women
entrepreneurs who are seeking clarity on aspects of
their existing ventures.
The program is designed to provide exposure to
crucial and enlightening aspects of the
entrepreneurship journey.

Why WISE Program?
•

WISE Program helps crystallise your startup ideas,
choose among competing ideas and strengthen
the viability of one most suited.

•

In WISE, women learn how to identify and
overcome challenges that would likely be ahead in
their entrepreneurial journey.

•

Program Takeaways
Specific problems ranging from ideation, teaming,
funding, to growth strategy are focused in the
program.
Some of the learning objectives are:
•

their fit with your idea.

Build relations with potential team, investors and
early market.

•

Sharpen your idea by deconstructing and
reconstructing it to recognise its new dimensions.

Duration and Schedule
WISE is a 5 day program designed for interaction

Know about your capabilities and aspirations and

•

Learn how to create forecasts for your new
business and where and how your business cab
find capital.

and project work over 5 days from 9:30am to 4pm.
•

•

•

Navigate the detailed process of business plan
preparation and presentation to investors.
Identify the top priorities and the key risks for a
new venture management Team
Acquire basic concepts and skills to address
functional aspects of your new venture operations.
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PROGRAM
SESSION
PLAN

“I really believe that entrepreneurship is about
being able to face failure, manage failure and
succeed after failing. “

Day 1.
•

•

•
•

Introduction to Honourable Prime Minister's
Standup India Program
Personal introductions to gauge and become
aware of various entrepreneurial mindsets

•

•

Day 3
•
•

•

Explore aspirations of women
Discussion based on cases and films on women
entrepreneurs to expand their entrepreneurial
possibilities

Day 2
•

Kiran Mazumdar Shaw

Presentation of ideas
Critiquing ideas for refinement - Using VUV
framework (Valuable, Usable, and Viable Venture
Ideas)
Identifying inspirations from competition

Product development - Concept of MVP
Formation of team : ownership allocation & role
sharing
Execution challenges: identifying and
sequencing operations

Day 4
•

•

Marketing challenge: Market Development and
Customer Service
Innovating Business model, making business
plan

Day 5
•

•

Presentation to investors for critical feedback and
possible investment.
Providing detailed information funding options
under Standup India program.

After the program, mentoring and handholding will be provided on demand.
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BENEFITS
OF
PROGRAM

“Your talent and the right opportunities open the
first few doors but your attitude opens the rest.
– Sneh Sharma, Founder and CEO Ittisa

Concepts, Tools and Techniques are

A minimum of fifteen days gap is mandatory

explained by iSEED core faculty:

between two consultations.

•

Access to ideation tools

•

Framework base for key concepts

Award of Certificates

•

B Plans and growth strategy presentation to

Participants who complete the program

panel of experts

satisfactorily and meet the attendance

•

Access to funding networks

requirements will be awarded certificates of

•

Guidance from mentors, investors and fellow

successful completion of the program.

Entrepreneurs
•

iSEED Entrepreneurial community support and
Peer learning

•

Batch Size
The Maximum Batch size for the program is 35.

Post Program Support
Recognising the need to handhold the
participants into implementation of the learning

Application Procedure
1. Candidates can apply online on iSEED
website
2. An Assessment is done based on a series of
descriptive questions which have to be
answered and submitted online by all
candidates along with the admission form
3. Shortlisted applications will be invited for
interaction

from WISE into their venture, iSEED offers up to

4. An offer for admission is made subsequent to

three consultations with the members of the

the interaction based on the assessment of

faculty for a period of two months after the

the panel

completion of the program.
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”To me a Women who is Financially Independent

ABOUT USType to enter text

is very powerful. She has the ability to say yes She
has the ability and strength to say no.”
–Caroline Fernandes, Founder of Vibha.

About iSEED

methodology and curriculum that could be

The Indian School of Entrepreneurship is a
pioneering initiative committed to helping

highly effective for Entrepreneurs.
It was envisioned that iSEED will nurture

aspiring and young Entrepreneurs fulfil their
potential. We use the best of time-tested and

youthful Entrepreneurs engaged in pioneering
new age ideas, around which highly aligned

innovative learning processes enriched with an
interdisciplinary curriculum and dynamic

teams can be built evolving to become
Enterprises which impact societies.

content, developed collaboratively by visionary
academicians and successful Entrepreneurs

iSEED Programs

from across the globe.

Based on the proprietary methodology of and
the philosophy of Continuous Learning by

In the year 2013, a small group of academicians
and successful Entrepreneurs, each emerging

Enlightened Doing , iSEED has conceptualised
and is launching several programs for

form divergent paths became a confluence of a
shared dream, sincerely debating over a way to

Entrepreneurial Community.

bring relevant and novel kind of education into
the world of Entrepreneurs . Driven by a

• Professional Entrepreneurship Program
(PREP)

compelling philosophy the “Entrepreneurs by
nature are endowed with the potential to bring

• Graduate Entrepreneurship Program (GEP)
• Startup Resource Enablement Programs
(STREP)
• Women for Innovative & Sustainable

novel solutions to emerging problems how so
ever complex”, these thought leaders united in
their desire to harness such limitless potential
of aspiring Entrepreneurs. Building on their
own board leanings, they developed a unique

Entrepreneurship Program (WISE)
• Leadership & Entrepreneurship
Advancement for Dalits Program (LEAD)
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Faculty & Mentors
Dr. Harsh Mishra
Mentored Entrepreneurs and
Startups in New York region
• Worked with the Mid-Hudson
Technology Council to ignite
a Culture of Innovation
• Taught Entrepreneurship at
various US and Indian institutions for over 2
decades
Designed and Developed horizontal learning
pedagogy suited for Entrepreneurs.
PhD (Fox, USA), B.Tech (IIT Delhi)

Ashu Jain

•

•

•

•

K.C. Jacob

•

Dr. Deepak Pandit
Blend of academic, corporate
and Entrepreneurial
Experience
• Longstanding corporate
experience with telecom
MNCs and global startups -

•

•

intel, Motorola
PhD in Disruptive Innovation
Wrote a case on Entrepreneurship, published in
Harvard Business Collection.

Samir Shah

Ramesh V. Raghavan

Active investor with
experience in global financial
markets for over 27 years in
New York and Hong Kong.
• MBA (Wharton, USA), CA,
Lawyer.

An active investor, mentor as
well as an Entrepreneur
•Co founder & partners Tenshi
Peak Ventures, a Singapore
based gloves angel investment,
mentorship and business development platform
•MBA from London Business
School

•

•

•

Saumi Mitra

16 years work exp. in the fields
of Communications, Content
Development, and Training
with strong people skills and
ability to find the "right fit".
•Specialties in setting up
concept restaurants and running base kitchens
deploying Instructional Design strategies, Has
also set up learning centers across urban slums
and taught Management at campuses.
MA, Presidency College, Calcutta University.

Diverse and cross functional
leadership experience of over 3
decades in marketing, business
development &, strategic
planning,
Worked with Taj Group of Hotels, Reader’s
Digest, Media Transasia, Times Internet & The
Muthoot Group.
•

•

•

A retail professional working in
senior roles nationally and
internationally, year-after-year,
achieving revenue, profit and
market growth. With deep
understanding of the business,
Ashu has led and motivated
cross-functional teams in high profiled
companies.
MBA in Marketing & International Business
•

•

•

Sidharth Tripathy

A Masters from Harvard
University with special focus
on Educational & Social
Entrepreneurship
•A Serial Entrepreneur, launched
two global ventures successfully
Decade long corporate career GE, FedEx.
•

•
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WOMEN AT ISEED PROGRAMS

WOMEN AT ISEED PROGRAMS

Indian School of Entrepreneurship
& Enterprise Development

Short Term
Programs

301-304, SS Plaza, Sector 47
Gurgaon, Haryana 122018, INDIA
Website: www.iseed-edu.in
Phone No. : +91-124-717721
Email: info@iseed-edu.in

